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ABSTRACT 
 
 Water infiltration into the unsaturated zone especially in a shallow water table 
environment is affected by air compression ahead of the wetting front and air 
counterflow. Neglecting air compression in infiltration modeling can overestimate 
infiltration and infiltration rates, whereas not accounting for air counterflow can 
underestimate infiltration and infiltration rates due to unrealistic buildup of air pressure 
resistance ahead of the wetting front. A method, derived on the basis of the Green and 
Ampt (1911) infiltration model, is introduced to simulate air compression and air 
counterflow during infiltration into a shallow water table. The method retains the 
simplicity of the Green and Ampt (1911) model but adds the air pressure resistance term 
ahead of the wetting front. Infiltration equations are derived on the basis of the Green and 
Ampt (1911) and Sabeh’s (2004) infiltration model which accounts for air compression 
and air counterflow. The difference between this method and Sabeh’s (2004) model is 
that air counterflow, air compression, and infiltration are decoupled and updated with 
each wetting front increment whereas Sabeh’s (2004) method uses time step as a 
decoupling mechanism. Air compression ahead of the wetting front is predicted using the 
perfect gas law.  
 Laboratory experiments showed that the introduced method is reasonably accurate 
when modeling cumulative infiltration values. Results of laboratory experiments were 
  ix
compared to results of the modeled infiltration methods: original Green and Ampt (1911) 
model and Green and Ampt with air compression and counterflow. 
 The advantage of this new method is its simplicity. The new method uses 
parameters that are generally needed for modeling infiltration with the Green and Ampt 
(1911) approach. Disadvantages of the model are assumptions of the uniform water 
content and the uniform pressure. Another shortcoming of the model is that it does not 
account for air compression and air counterflow prior to ponding. 
 Laboratory experiments described in this work and a proposed model can be 
further used for modeling and studying infiltration with air effects. In addition, this work 
can be of use to someone studying irrigation techniques of rice or other crops.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
A classic problem in hydrology and soil science is the prediction of cumulative 
infiltration and infiltration rates in unsaturated soils. Infiltration and infiltration rates 
affect water economy, surface runoff, and development of erosion (Hillel 1982). 
Prediction of infiltration is paramount for determining runoff rates and developing 
stormwater routing models. Infiltration components of runoff modeling have been studied 
for decades; however, due to the complexity of the infiltration process represented in 
runoff modeling, a universally accepted method of calculating infiltration does not exist. 
The Green and Ampt (1911) model has received widespread attention in recent years as a 
simple model more or less describing the primary mechanisms of gravity and suction 
flow (Charbeneau 2000). However, in engineering practice a professional must apply his 
knowledge of modeling, experience, and availability of data to estimate model 
parameters and infiltration (Durrans et al. 2007).  
However, the Green and Ampt (1911) model does not account for soil air 
compression or air counterflow. Recent research has focused on the effects of air on 
infiltration rates and cumulative infiltration (Touma et al. 1984, Faybishenko 1995, Wang 
et al. 1997, Seymour 2000, Sabeh 2004). Experimental results have shown that it is 
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problematic to ignore air compression and air counterflow especially in shallow water 
table environments, where air has no place to escape but upwards. Recent research shows 
that air entrapment occurs under intense rain (Hammecker et al. 2003).  
Although being very similar to Sabeh’s (2004) conceptual model, the revised 
Green and Ampt infiltration model, presented in this work, updates air pressure by 
calculating air flux and remaining air volume at every wetting front depth increment L. 
This differs from Sabeh’s (2004) model. In addition, in this paper experimental results 
from laboratory experiments, dealing with air entrapment ahead of the wetting front and 
air counterflow, are presented and compared to the modeled results. 
 
1.2 Objectives and Scope 
The purpose of this research is to develop a modification of a popular infiltration 
model, the Green and Ampt (1911) model. It is known that one-dimensional water 
movement computer programs, such as Hydrus-1D, cannot simulate air effects on 
infiltration (Simunek et al. 1998, Hammecker 2003).  
It is important to emphasize that the basis for the introduced modified Green and 
Ampt infiltration model is Sabeh’s (2004) infiltration model, known as MODGA. 
Sabeh’s (2004) model accounts for air compression and air counterflow in porous media 
by calculating volume occupied by air at every time increment Δt.  Unlike MODGA 
(Sabeh 2004), the introduced modified Green and Ampt (1911) model updates the 
volume occupied by air at every wetting front depth increment ΔL. The primary objective 
of the introduced model is to improve estimates of cumulative infiltration by accounting 
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for air compression and air counterflow while retaining the simplicity of the Green and 
Ampt (1911) infiltration model. 
An overview of this thesis is as follows: CHAPTER 1 offers background 
information on the original Green and Ampt  (1911) infiltration model; discusses effects 
of air compression and air counterflow on infiltration; reviews other well-known 
infiltration models; and introduces recent similar studies. CHAPTER 2 describes the 
materials and methods, used in this research, and describes the soil column experiments. 
CHAPTER 3 describes the introduced infiltration model. CHAPTER 4 presents the 
results of the proposed infiltration model. Finally, CHAPTER 5 discusses successes and 
shortcomings of this research, summarizes important conclusions of this study and offers 
suggested improvements in future studies.  
 
1.3 Influence of Air on Infiltration 
Research shows that water infiltration into the soil is affected by air compression 
ahead of the wetting front and air counterflow. Since the proposed model couples air 
compression and air counterflow with infiltration, this section will discuss effects of air 
compression and air counterflow on infiltration and will offer a summary on air 
entrapment.  
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1.3.1 Effects of Air Compression and Air Entrapment 
Effects of air compression, also known as air confinement ahead of the wetting 
front, have been studied by many researchers in the field of hydrology and soil science 
(Touma et al. 1984, Wang et al. 1997, Seymour 2000, Dunn et al. 2003). It was believed 
that effects of air compression on infiltration were insignificant. In addition, air pressure 
of soil air was assumed to be atmospheric since scientists believed that air escaped freely 
once water infiltrated through the soil (Wang et al. 1997). Wang et al. (1997) derived an 
analytical model accounting for air compression, air counterflow, and hysteresis based on 
the Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model. Similar to this thesis, Wang et al. (1997) 
calculated air compression using the perfect gas law. Wang et al. (1998) measured air 
pressure ahead of the wetting front as “the simultaneous changes in the rates of water 
inflow and air outflow.” They found out that air pressure increased with time, in the 
conditions when air had nowhere to escape but upwards (Wang et al. 1998). Wang et al. 
(1998) also found that maximum air pressure ahead of the wetting front was reached 
when air started erupting from the soil surface or when bubbling occurred on the surface 
of the soil. Moreover, Wang et al. (1998) came up with empirical equations to predict 
maximum air pressure ahead of the wetting front. 
In addition, research show that effects of air entrapment on infiltration cannot be 
ignored. Seymour (2000) tested affects of air entrapment on hydraulic conductivity in a 
50 mm soil sample. Izadi (1995) showed that air entrapment, described as a 10% decrease 
in the rewet water content, reduced cumulative infiltration by 21%. Klute (1973) 
indicated that 25% of the available porosity can be entrapped by air bubbles when 
wetting a sandy soil column to natural saturation. Seymour (1990) conducted a lab 
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experiment and showed 10.5% reduction in the rewet water content of the sandy soil due 
to air entrapment caused by intermittent application of water. Touma et al. (1984) 
conducted an experiment on the 93.5 cm high soil column and found out that air 
entrapment caused reduction of water intake by a significant factor of 2.5. Peck (1969) 
wrote about air entrapment effects on soil moisture content and Hillel (1982) listed a 
decrease in water content, due to entrapped air, as one of the reasons behind hysteresis. It 
is important to note that it is believed that air entrapment occurs in the first few 
centimeters of soil (Seymour 2000).  
This section would not be complete without mentioning a rare hydrologic 
phenomenon of the Lisse effect first observed by Thal Larsen in 1932, while conducting 
well studies in the village of Lisse in Holland, known for its dune sands and shallow 
water table (Weeks 2002). Larsen noted that under conditions of high intensity rainfall, 
compressed air in front of the advancing wetting front causes an abrupt rise in the water 
table, although the wetting front has not yet reached the water table (Weeks 2002). 
Larsen determined that the rise in the water table was not attributed to soil moisture 
reaching the water table but rather to compressed air ahead of the wetting front pushing 
on the water table (Weeks 2002).  
According to Weeks (2002), the Lisse effect is a rare phenomenon which does not 
occur in all field conditions but only in ideal circumstances: in shallow water table 
environments and in wells screened below the water table. My experimental results 
support Weeks’ findings. Out of the first four soil column experiments, conducted under 
ponded conditions and in the shallow water table environment, only the first two 
experiments showed the Lisse effect captured by well data loggers. My speculation is that 
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a combination of the initial soil moisture, the amount of compressed and entrapped air 
causes the occurrence of the Lisse effect. Since with each subsequent experiment the 
amount of entrapped air in the soil can diminish due to the dissolution of air, the Lisse 
effect may not be observed in the subsequent experiments.  
After Larsen’s discovery, several scientists and researchers described the Lisse 
effect after observing the phenomenon in field and laboratory settings (Meyboom 1967, 
Hughs et al. 1971, Heliotus and De Witt 1987). Occurrence of the Lisse effect was also 
noted and described in a more recent study by Vomacka et al. (2002). The study was 
conducted in Lithia, Florida (Vomacka et al. 2002). The abrupt rise of the water table was 
recorded by a well pressure transducer despite the fact that at that time the change in soil 
moisture was not yet recorded anywhere near the water table (Vomacka et al. 2002). The 
abrupt rise was due to “a pressure gradient between the compressed air in the vadose 
zone and the air in the monitoring well” (Sabeh 2004).  
A recent study of the flow of water in a shallow water table environment and 
under irrigation conditions was conducted in northern Senegal (Hammecker et. al 2003). 
The results of the study showed that the air entrapment between the wetting front and the 
shallow water table reduced infiltration rates (Hammecker et al. 2003).  
 
1.3.2 Effects of Air Counterflow on Infiltration  
Powers (1934) and Free and Palmer (1940) were among the first investigators 
who observed air bubbles escaping through the soil surface during irrigation practices 
(Youngs and Peck 1964). Youngs and Peck (1964) wrote that air could escape as air 
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bubbles through the soil surface once pore pressure forces were large enough to 
overcome the forces at the water-air interface. Unfortunately they did not provide any 
insight on what pressure it took for air, enclosed between the advancing wetting front and 
the “water-saturated material” (water table), to escape in form of air bubbles through the 
soil surface (Youngs and Peck 1964). As mentioned earlier, Wang et al. (1998) found that 
maximum air pressure ahead of the wetting front occurred at the same time that bubbling 
occurred.  
Tindall et al. (1999) found that during ponded surface and near-saturation 
conditions air counterflow was hindered by “a viscous resistance,” developed behind the 
advancing wetting front, which reduced infiltration rates. 
 
1.4 Review of Existing Literature 
This section is devoted to description of the common infiltration definitions, 
infiltration processes, and known infiltration models.  
 
1.4.1 Problem of Terminology 
Since the main purpose of this study is modeling of infiltration, the study cannot 
be complete without a description of some of the definitions commonly used when 
describing infiltration processes. Infiltration rate is defined as “the volume flux of water 
flowing into the profile per unit of soil surface area per unit time” (Hillel 1982). There 
appears to have been some discussion among scientists on what should have been a 
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proper term for the infiltration rate once the rainfall rate exceeds the ability of the soil to 
absorb water. Horton (1940) called this rate “infiltration capacity. ” Richards (1952) 
pointed out that the term “infiltration capacity” implied a rather “extensive aspect” of the 
soil ability to absorb water and hence was confusing. I also believe that the term 
“infiltration capacity” creates some confusion particularly among scholars new to the 
study of hydrology and infiltration. When Horton (1940) coined the term he referred to 
the maximum rate at which infiltration could proceed once ponding was attained (Hillel 
1982). Hillel (1982) argued that infiltration rate could exceed “infiltration capacity” if the 
ponding depth at the surface was substantial. Although the term “infiltrability” coined by 
Hillel in 1971 appears to be more appropriate and less confusing to describe “the 
infiltration flux resulting when water at atmospheric pressure is freely available at the soil 
surface,” the term did not adapt well in literature (Hillel 1982). Hence, I will abstain from 
using the term “infiltrability” and use the term “infiltration capacity” to describe 
maximum infiltration rate once ponding is reached at the soil surface. The term 
“infiltration capacity” is the most widely accepted in soil-water modeling.  
It is also worth noting a difference between air compression and air entrapment, 
two terms that are often confused and used interchangeably in scientific literature. 
Faybishenko (1995) recognized the problem of terminology in infiltration studies that 
describe water movement in air-water interface and made a clear distinction between air 
compression and air entrapment. Faybishenko (1995) defined entrapped air as the “air 
surrounded by water in the porous space of soils.” He described compressed air as the 
“air compressed ahead of the wetting front” (Faybishenko 1995). Similar to Faybishenko 
(1995), Youngs and Peck (1964) wrote that air entrapment occurs when “ ….smaller air 
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pockets are entrapped in the centers of soil crumbs which are surrounded by saturated  
larger pores.” Interestingly, Faybishenko (1995) modeled entrapped air under conditions 
of ponded infiltration, conditions under which air compression (with air counterflow) 
were modeled in this study. In this study I will refer to the air compressed ahead of the 
wetting front as air compression.  
 
1.4.2 Infiltration Models 
 Infiltration models vary in their complexity and sophistication since the 
infiltration process is difficult to characterize due to highly variable initial conditions and 
soil properties (Viessman and Lewis 2003). Considerable research has been done in the 
area of infiltration and stormwater runoff; however, no single equation or mechanism can 
portray all infiltration scenarios (Viessman and Lewis 2003). The assumptions are the 
key components in understanding a particular infiltration model. Most of the infiltration 
studies can be divided into studies that deal with empirical equations based on field or 
laboratory observations and studies that deal with solutions of equations based on 
Darcian flow in porous media often referred to as physically-based equations. This 
chapter reviews some of the most widely applied infiltration models, both empirical and 
physically-based, and presents them in their historical order. The earliest infiltration 
equation was introduced by Green and Ampt in 1911 (Hillel 1982), but we will reserve 
the discussion of this empirically based infiltration equation and its numerous versions to 
the last. Discussion of the Green and Ampt (1911) equation is presented in the following 
section. 
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One of the earliest infiltration models is the one proposed by the Russian scientist 
A.N. Kostiakov (Hillel 1982). Kostiakov (1932) proposed an empirical infiltration 
equation: 
batF  ,               Equation 1 
where a and b are constants and (0 < b < 1) (Mishra et al. 2003). Rode (1965) 
differentiated Equation 1 and modified Kostiakov infiltration equation to obtain an 
equation for the infiltration rate in the form of: 
  )(tf ,               Equation 2 
where α= ab and β=1-b are determined experimentally (Mishra et al. 2003). Hillel (1982) 
pointed out that, while simple in its form, Equation 2 can be relevant for “purely 
horizontal water absorption and is deficient for downward infiltration.” Smith (1972) 
modified Kostiakov infiltration equation to include a constant nonzero infiltration rate fc: 
  )(tff c .              Equation 3 
It is important to note that fc is the asymptotic steady constant infiltration rate reached 
when t and F are large.  
Hortonian, or infiltration excess runoff (Horton 1939) and Dunne runoff, or 
saturation excess (Dunne and Black 1970) remain the two widely recognized surface 
runoff mechanisms in hydrology and soil science. Hortonian, or infiltration excess runoff 
occurs when rainfall or irrigation intensity exceeds the infiltration capacity. Runoff 
begins when the soil surface reaches saturation and infiltration proceeds at its capacity 
which is less than the rainfall rate. In contrast, the second mechanism, known as 
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saturation excess runoff, begins when infiltration water fully saturates the soil profile 
above a shallow water table or an impervious surface, resulting in cessation of infiltration 
(Nachabe et al. 2004). 
Horton (1939) developed an empirical equation for determining infiltration 
capacity. Horton developed this equation to describe an exponential decay of infiltration 
rate with time (Durrans et al. 2007). Although simple in its form, Horton’s infiltration 
capacity equation is limited in its use due to difficulty in determining values of f0 and k 
which depend upon soil type and vegetative cover (Durrans et al. 2007):  
)(
0
0)()( ttkcc effftf
 ,             Equation 4 
where: 
 f(t) = infiltration capacity or infiltration rate at some time t, 
 k = a constant representing the rate of decrease in f, 
 fc= a final or equilibrium capacity or final infiltration rate, 
 f0= the initial infiltration capacity. 
Cumulative infiltration can be found by integrating Equation 4 and applying initial 
conditions (Tindall et al. 1999): 
)1(
)( ktco
c ek
fftfI  .             Equation 5 
The Philip model (1957) is a physically-based infiltration model and it is widely 
used in the field of irrigation. Philip (1957), after publishing a series of papers on 
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cumulative infiltration in a horizontal soil and coining the term sorptivity provided a 
vertical infiltration equation (Mishra et al. 2003): 
AtStF  2/1 ,              Equation 6 
where: 
 F = cumulative infiltration,  
 S = sorptivity, 
 A = soil parameter . 
Equation 6 is applied to vertical infiltration with ponding water on top of the soil 
column. Philip (1957) defined sorptivity as a soil parameter dependent on soil properties 
and provided an approximate solution for sorptivity for infiltration in a horizontal soil 
column in the form of: 
2/1
)(
t
xS is   ,              Equation 7 
where θs and θi  are the saturated and initial water content and x is the length of the 
horizontal wetting front. However this approximation of sorptivity cannot be used in 
Equation 6 since it has been developed for a horizontal soil column. Hence, regression 
techniques as well as experimentally based approximations of Rawls et al. (1983) and 
Youngs (1964) can be used to estimate sorptivity S (Tindall et al. 1999). Rawls et al. 
(1983), and Youngs and Peck (1964) also developed approximations for the soil 
parameter A. In the Phillip (1957) equation A is the soil parameter that is related to soil 
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hydraulic conductivity and similar to Ks for saturated conditions (Tindall et al. 1999). By 
differentiating Equation 6 vertical infiltration rate equation can be obtained: 
AStf   2/121 .              Equation 8 
As Equation 8 suggests, after a long period of time t, infiltration rate f becomes the soil 
parameter A that at a large t should equal saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks.  
Holtan (1961) developed an empirical infiltration equation, first introduced in 
1961 (Tindall et al.1999). The Holtan (1961) model accounts for the unfilled capacity of 
the soil to store water (Tindal et al. 1999) and it is in the form of: 
c
n fIMaf  )( ,               Equation 9 
where a and n are constants, dependent on the soil type, surface and cropping conditions, 
and (M-I) is the “unfilled capacity of the soil to store water” or potential infiltration 
(Tindall et al. 1999 ) with M defined as the porosity minus the antecedent soil moisture 
(Mishra et al. 2003). In 1975 Holtan introduced the growth index G of the vegetative 
cover and modified the initially proposed infiltration equation to account for the effect of 
vegetation (Mishra et al. 2003). Huggins and Monke (1966) modified the Holtan (1961) 
model by introducing the porosity ϕ in the denominator: 
c
n
m f
IMaf  
)( .            Equation 10 
where m is another empirical parameter.  
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 Of the above presented conventional infiltration models only the Philip (1957) 
model is reportedly more physically-based. 
 Overton (1964) model is a less known infiltration model. Overton (1964), using 
the Holtan (1961) infiltration model, developed the following equation: 
)()(sec 2/12 ttafff ccc  .           Equation 11 
where a is a constant and tc is a time parameter. 
 Smith and Parlange (1978) developed linear and non-linear infiltration models 
that deal with two extreme cases of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. These infiltration 
models are physically based and similar to the Philip (1957) and the Green and Ampt 
(1911) infiltration models emerged from infiltration theories (Hillel 1982). The Smith and 
Parlange (1978) linear infiltration model assumes that K varies slowly near saturation: 
),1(
IK
SKf
s
s              Equation 12 
where S is the sorptivity and Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity. In contrast, the 
Smith and Parlange (1978) non-linear infiltration model assumes that K varies 
exponentially near saturation: 
1

S
IK
S
IK
s
s
s
e
eKf .             Equation 13 
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1.4.3 Green and Ampt Infiltration Model Accounting for Air Compression and Air 
Counterflow 
This section begins with a discussion of the original Green and Ampt (1911) 
infiltration model. The discussion of the Green and Ampt (1911) based infiltration 
models that account for air effects, follows.  
The Green and Ampt (1911) equation is a physically-based infiltration equation 
that has been extensively studied and used to simulate infiltration. Green and Ampt 
(1911) derived the model by “applying Darcy’s law to the wetted zone in the soil” (Mein 
and Larson 1971). The Green and Ampt (1911) equation has also been adapted for 
modeling infiltration through layered soils but only in soils with decreasing permeability 
or where water moves from coarser soil into finer less permeable soil (Chu and Marino 
2005). 
The Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model is based on the assumption that 
“the soil may be regarded as a bundle of tiny capillary tubes, irregular in area, direction, 
and shape” (Mishra et al. 2003). Other assumptions include piston flow, distinct sharp 
wetting front, homogenous deep soil with uniform initial water content and ponded 
surface on top of the soil, also known as ponded head (Mishra et al. 2003).  
 Applying Darcy’s law to the wetted zone in the soil and neglecting a pool of 
water on top of the soil surface, the Green and Ampt (1911) can be derived into the 
following infiltration equation: 
L
LHK
dt
dFf cs
 ,                      Equation 14 
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where: 
 L = distance from the soil surface to the wetting front depth, 
 Hc = capillary suction head at the wetting front, 
 Ks = conductivity of the wetted zone. 
From continuity: 
LF is )(   ,                       Equation 15 
where θs and θi are the water content at saturation and the initial water content 
respectively. Substituting this relationship into Equation 14 gives: 


 
F
HK
dt
dFf iscs
)(
1

.                     Equation 16 
It has been previously suggested that effects of air compression and air 
counterflow cannot be neglected when modeling infiltration, especially when dealing 
with soils under ponded conditions in a shallow water table environment (Sabeh 2004). 
This section describes the work of Morel-Seytoux (1973), Wang et. al (1997) and 
Hammecker (2003), who modified the original Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration 
equation to account for air compression and air counterflow.  
Extending the Green and Ampt (1911) method to include air effects on 
infiltration, Morel-Seytoux (1973) proposed the following model: 
L
HLHHK
dt
dFf acs
 0 ,       Equation 17 
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where:  
 f = infiltration rate [m/hr];  
 t = time [hr], 
 Ks = hydraulic conductivity at saturation [m/hr], 
 H0 = ponded water depth at the soil surface [m], 
 Hc = effective capillary pressure head at the wetting front [m of water] 
also known as the soil suction head, 
 Ha = gage air pressure head [m of water] immediately below the wetting 
front, 
  L = depth to a sharp wetting front [m]. 
  It is important to note that Morel-Setoux (1973) was one of the first to recognize 
the effects of air compression on infiltration (Tindall et al. 1999). Morel-Seytoux and 
Khanji (1974) recognized that the Green and Ampt (1911) model could overpredict 
infiltration by as much as 70% due to air effects (Tindall et al. 1999). Morel-Seytoux and 
Khanji (1974) suggested dividing Ks by β, a viscous correction factor, to account for the 
entrapped air in the soil (Tindall et al. 1999). 
The future Green and Ampt based infiltration models accounting for air effects 
were based on the works of Morel-Seytoux and Khanji (1974). The challenge for the 
future infiltration models was to accurately account for effective capillary pressure head, 
Hc. Hc is a parameter that can vary significantly across the wetting front and many 
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investigators tried to come up with a practical way to estimate Hc to include in the 
modified Green and Ampt equation. Similar efforts were made to estimate the gage 
pressure head ahead of the wetting front Ha. Peck (1965) speculated that the gage air 
pressure to initiate air bubbles, bubbling pressure head, can be equal to “the water 
pressure at the bottom of the depth of the saturated zone plus the air entry pressure of the 
material” (Wang et al. 1997). Wang et al. (1997) confirmed Peck’s findings and found 
two extremes of the gage air pressure values: air-breaking value Hb and air-closing value 
Hc : 
abb HLHH  0 ,            Equation 18 
wbc HLHH  0 ,            Equation 19 
where Hab is the air-bubbling air pressure and Hwb  is the water-bubbling pressure (Wang 
et al. 1997). Wang et al. (1997) defined Hab and Hwb at inflection points of 
0/ 22 cw dhSd  of the van Genuchten (1980) model where hc* is the inflection capillary 
pressure head, Sw* is the inflection water saturation, and α, m, and n are the van 
Genuchten (1980) model parameters: 
n
n
c mnmn
nh
1
1
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As can be seen, this method of estimating gage air pressure head below the wetting front 
and suction head, is complex and requires estimation of many additional empirical 
parameters. Other methods to estimate suction head and gage air pressure were proposed. 
Bouwer (1964) proposed replacing suction head Hc with a critical pressure head, Pc 
(Wang et al. 1997): 
crw
s
c dHKK
P 


0
1
,            Equation 24 
where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity and Krw is the relative hydraulic 
conductivity and is equal to K/Ks (Wang et al. 1997). 
An easier method of estimating a critical pressure head Pc to obtain the effective 
capillary pressure head Hc was proposed by Morel-Seytoux et al. (1996): 
 2
32
167.41
5.1907.2046.0
mm
mmmPc 
  .          Equation 25 
In contrast, Whisler and Bouwer (1970) suggested that capillary pressure head Hc  
is the air entry pressure in the Brooks and Corey (1966) retention model. Morel-Seytoux 
and Khanji (1974) proposed replacing the capillary pressure head Hc in the modified 
Green and Ampt equation by the effective capillary drive Hef: 
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cwef dHfH  ,            Equation 26 
where fw is the “fractional flow function accounting for the relative water conductivity, 
Krw, and the relative air conductivity, Kra” (Morel-Seytoux and Khanji 1974). In addition, 
instead of Ks they used Ks/β where β is the “viscous resistance correction factor” (Morel-
Seytoux and Khanji 1974). 
Later Brakenseik (1977) proposed a simplified method of calculating the effective 
capillary pressure Hc which Brakensiek called S and proposed calculating as: 
cHS 

31
32


,            Equation 27 
where λ is the pore size distribution index in the Brooks and Corey (1966) retention 
model .  
 Extending the Green and Ampt (1911) approach further, Wang et al. (1997) 
formulated infiltration equations accounting for air compression, air counterflow, and 
hysteresis effects. They assumed homogenous soil profile and a sharp wetting front 
(Wang et. al 1997). For periods of air compression and when Ha is less than air-closing 
value, Hc = L+H0+Hwb, Wang et al. (1997) used: 
L
HHHL
Kf awbc
 0
,           Equation 28 
where Ks=krcKs and krc is the relative water conductivity.  
For periods of air counterflow Wang et. al (1997) used: 
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  21020 ))((2 )(  ttHHKzHHKf wbabcwbabc ,       Equation 29 
Wang et al. (1977) also developed an explicit equation for the entire infiltration period 
that consists of the period with air compression ahead of the wetting front followed by 
the periods with air counterflow: 
    2121,0,121  tHHSSKf wbabcnwwc .        Equation 30 
where Sw,0 is the initial water saturation before infiltration and Snw,c is the residual air 
entrapment under air-confining conditions (Wang et al. 1977). It is intuitive that the 
infiltration rate as defined by the above equation “does not reach a constant value, but 
continuously decreases with the square root of time (Hammecker et al. 2003). 
 Similar to Wang et al. (1997), Hammecker et al. (2003) proposed two-phased 
infiltration equations on the basis of the Green and Ampt (1911) method but used a 
slightly different approach. Hammecker et al. (2003) tested the results of their proposed 
model on the rice fields of northern Senegal, “where rice was grown under flood 
irrigation, and a superficial pond of 5-25 cm was maintained during the complete plant 
growth cycle (about 100 days).” Under conditions of ponded head that exceeded 20 cm, 
air compression effects on infiltration rates were found to be paramount (Hammecker et 
al. 2003). 
 Similar to Wang et al. (1997) Hammecker et al. (2003) used Boyle’s law to 
calculate air pressure: 
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)(
LD
LHH atma  ,            Equation 31 
where Hatm is the atmospheric air pressure (≈ 10 m of water). As Equation 31 suggests the 
shallower the water table depth D is, the higher the air pressure Ha for specific wetting 
front depth L. However, the effect of decreasing water table on increase in air pressure is 
not as abrupt in comparison on how air pressure reacts to even a slight increase in the 
wetting front depth. For instance, 0.01 meter change in the wetting front doubles the air 
pressure for a given water table depth.  
 In “Experimental and Numerical Study of Water Flow in Soil under Irrigation in 
Northern Senegal: Evidence of Air Entrapment,” Hammecker et. al (2003) argues the 
applicability of Wang et. al (1997) equation that describes the entire period of infiltration 
rate. Hammecker et al. (2003) questions the cyclical nature of the Wang et al. (1997) 
equation when dealing with air pressure. Hammecker et al. (2003) mentions numerous 
experimental studies show that air pressure eventually reaches a maximum constant value 
during infiltration. Experimental studies in this thesis suggest cyclical nature of air 
pressure. It is reflected in the behavior of infiltration rates observed during lab 
experiments. However, the proposed model simulates a continuously increasing gage air 
pressure which is, when achieved, shuts off infiltration.  
 
1.5 Contribution of the Study 
 As mentioned earlier, for the experimental validation of the proposed model 
several soil column experiments were conducted. Soil column experiments involved 
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simulating instantaneous air compression ahead of the wetting front (as during a high 
intensity rainfall event) by pouring a large amount of water on top of the soil column. In 
these experiments a constant pressure head was rapidly achieved by pouring water on top 
of the soil column and maintained using water pumps. In addition a number of 
experiments were carried out using a constant pressure head that was gradually achieved 
by pouring water through a garden hose water nozzle with a “rainfall-like” showerhead.  
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup composed of the three-dimensional (3-D) soil column, 
water main, well, tensiometers, soil moisture sensors, and data loggers. 
 
2.1.1 Soil Column Description 
A three-dimensional column (square inner diameter of 45.7 cm and soil height of 
180.34 cm), constructed of transparent Plexiglass acrylic sheets and open at the top and 
closed at the bottom and sides, was used in the laboratory experiments. The bottom of the 
soil column was filled with porous air transmission stones and the column was positioned 
on the steel plate. The column was also equipped with a well to capture water level 
fluctuations and with a scale, accurate to 0.23 kg, to measure weight changes of the soil 
column . Description of the well can be found in Measurement Setup section. The column 
had no lateral openings other than those for soil moisture sensors and tensiometers and 
was only open at the top (see Measurement Setup section). Experimental setup of the soil 
column is depicted in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup 
 
2.1.2 Soil Characterization 
  Soil used in soil column experiments was somewhat typical of the West-central 
Florida soils. The vertical soil column was filled with sand graded from 0.07 mm to 1.2 
mm, with 92% of soil being less than or equal to 0.5 mm (3.5% of 20-30 graded sand, 
30% of 30-65 graded sand, 17.5 % of 50-140 graded sand, and 49% of 70-200 graded 
sand). The sand, after being carefully poured into the transparent 3-D column, was 
compacted with the standard proctor hammer (30 blows per every 20 cm of sand).  
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2.1.3 Permeability Tests 
To measure natural saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kns (also known as 
permeability) of the soil used in the soil column experiments, several constant head 
permeability tests were conducted separately from the main soil column experiments. 
Constant head permeability tests were conducted on a smaller sand sample. The mold 
(cylinder inner diameter of 10.2 cm and soil height of 11.43 cm) was filled with sand 
used in the 3-D soil column and compacted using the same compaction method 
implemented in the experimental setup. After compaction the bulk density was measured 
to be 1.61 g/cm3. Note that this number (1.61 g/cm3) is representative of the average bulk 
density in the 3-D column and not an exact value. This is due to the fact that constant 
head permeability tests and bulk density tests were conducted on the soil sample much 
smaller than the experimental setup soil sample. Although the soil, used for the 
permeability tests’ smaller sample, was compacted using similar packing method, 
compaction of the 3-D soil column was not exactly replicated. It is difficult to achieve 
same compaction on a soil sample, which is 15 times smaller than the experimental setup 
sample. The same compaction might have been achieved by carefully removing the soil 
sample from each 10 cm layer of the 3-D soil column and taking measurements on every 
10 cm-layer. However, this could have disrupted the 3-D soil column’s natural layers.  
A number of constant head permeability tests indicated that the average saturated 
hydraulic conductivity, Ks of the sand was 322 cm d-1 (13.42 cm hr-1, 3.73 x 10-5 m s-1 , 
or 2.2 mm min-1). As for the bulk density number (see discussion above), natural 
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand sample is just a representative value of the 
natural saturated hydraulic conductivity Kns of the 3-D column soil and is not an exact 
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match. In algorithm simulations (see CHAPTERS 3 and 4) Kns = 10 cm hr-1 was used. Kns 
of 13.42 cm hr-1 was initially used as a fitting parameter in the introduced model but 
produced a poor match of observed and modeled values.  
 
2.2 Data Collection and Measurement Setup 
The measurement setup was composed of tensiometers, soil moisture sensors, and 
data loggers. 
 
2.2.1 Tensiometers 
Pressures were measured using typical tensiometers (pressure–sensing devices 
and porous elements inserted into the soil). Tensiometers were tested and described by 
numerous researchers and are well described by Charbeneau (2000). Ten tensiometers at 
depths of 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 cm relative to the bottom of the 
soil column were used in the soil column experiments. The pressure sensors used in the 
tensiometers were Honeywell pressure sensors with scan rate of 5 seconds, log rate of 2 
minutes, sensing range of 1.0 psi - 250 psi, and accuracy of 0.25%. During each 
experiment, signals from pressure transducers were recorded at 2min intervals using 
Starlog 4 data logging and management software.  Tensiometers were tested for accuracy 
prior to the soil column experiments. Pressure values were recorded every two minutes in 
the first series of soil column experiments and every minute in the subsequent soil 
column experiments. 
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Pressure readings recorded by tensiometers allowed to capture pressure 
fluctuations and allowed to focus on pressure abrupt rises during the experiment and to 
capture gage air pressure that we were interested in.  
 
2.2.2 Soil Moisture Sensors  
Water contents were measured using sixteen soil moisture sensors. Water contents 
were measured using EnviroSCAN® soil moisture probes (available from Sentek, 
Adelaide, Australia) inserted into the soil column within 10 cm of each other along the 
soil column height. Water contents were measured at z =8.5, 18.5, 28.5, 38.5, 48.5, 58.5, 
68.5, 78.5, 88.5, 98.5, 108.5, 118.5, 128.5, 138.5, 148.5, and 158.5 cm (z=0 cm is at the 
soil column surface; the axis is positively downward). Soil moisture readings were 
recorded every two minutes in the first series of soil column experiments and every 
minute in the subsequent experiments.  
Measuring the actual infiltration depth during rainfall is challenging because 
water content changes rapidly close to the land surface as the wetting front propagates 
downward. The advantage of the EnviroScan® technology is that multiple sensors allow 
for continuous monitoring of water content evolution with time from land surface to 1.5 
m. At each depth listed above, the sensor provided data over a 10 cm average depth at 
two minutes intervals. The sensors use the principle of electrical capacitance (frequency-
domain reflectometry) and are expected to provide volumetric water content ranging 
from oven dryness to saturation with a resolution of 0.1%. These sensors were tested by a 
number of investigators (Charbeneau 2000). 
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2.2.3 Data loggers 
In addition, a continuously recording water level data logger was used to measure 
the depth to the water table every two minutes. The well (made of 5.08 cm in diameter 
PVC pipe) housed the Solinst® Levelogger® Gold submersible water level data logger 
that included a pressure transducer and a temperature sensor. The Solinst® Levelogger® 
pressure transducer uses infra-red data transfer and is accurate to 0.05%. The well had a 
total depth of approximately 1.5 m. The well was screened below the water table to allow 
the pressure transducer to record the Lisse effect, the pressure of the air phase pushing on 
the water table during infiltration. Since Solinst® Levelogger® data logger measured 
absolute pressure, Solinst® Barologger® was used to compensate for atmospheric 
pressure fluctuations by measuring barometric pressure also recorded every two minutes.  
 
2.3 Description of Infiltration Experiments 
Eleven experimental studies were conducted on a vertical 3-D soil column to test 
an Excel algorithm of a simple set of infiltration equations (see CHAPTER 3). 
Experiments were conducted in the soil column that was laterally sealed except for the 
openings intended for tensiometers and soil moisture sensors. Hence, pressure readings 
captured during the experiments were associated with bursts of air trying to escape 
through the soil column surface as water infiltrated and propagated to deeper layers of 
soil . 
All experiments were run at a temperature of 20˚C (see Appendix A for water and 
air properties). Hydrostatic pressure conditions were reached between the experiments. 
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Prior to each experiment, melted petroleum jelly was applied to seal the periphery of the 
soil column (between the sand and the Plexyglass sheets of the 3-D column) to avoid 
development of cracks along the walls of the soil column and fingering.  
Experiments were carried out for one infiltration condition: air was confined in 
the soil column. First four experiments were conducted using a constant pressure head 
that was instantaneously achieved by pouring water on top of the soil column and 
maintained using water pumps. The second set of the soil column experiments were 
carried out using a constant pressure head that was gradually achieved by pouring water 
through a garden hose water nozzle with a “rainfall-like” showerhead on top of the soil 
column and maintained using this nozzle with a showerhead. In the conducted 
experiments air could only escape through the soil column surface. The last set of soil 
column experiments (three additional experiments) resembled the first five soil column 
experiments; they were conducted using a constant pressure head that was 
instantaneously achieved by pouring water on top of the soil column but maintained by 
pouring water through a garden hose water nozzle with a “rainfall-like” showerhead on 
top of the soil column like in the second set of the soil column experiments.  
 
2.3.1 First Set of Infiltration Experiments 
Each of the first four soil column infiltration experiments followed the same 
general procedure. First, a fixed large amount of water was poured onto the soil surface 
of the soil column to simulate a very high intensity rainfall rate. To clarify further, water 
was carefully poured onto a thin plastic mesh positioned on top of the soil column 
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surface. This was done to prevent abrupt development of “cracks” and depressions in the 
top soil layer from pouring large amounts of water on the soil column. Water was 
continued to be poured onto the soil column until a fixed level of water of 1.5 cm above 
the soil surface of the soil column was achieved. Second, after ponding and after constant 
head of 1.5 cm above the soil column was achieved, two pumps were turned on to pump 
water in order to maintain constant head above the soil column surface and to allow for 
the continuous simulation of rainfall. Each pump pumped water at the rate of 290 cm d-1 
(12.07 cm hr-1, 3.35 x 10-5 m s-1, or 2.0 mm min-1). Note that a single pump pumping at a 
rate of 12.07 cm hr-1 would not have been adequate to simulate high intensity rainfall rate 
since a single pump pumping rate is less than the measured saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, Kns of the tested soil sample. Hence, two pumps were used for the duration 
of each experiment. If the water above the soil column surface (constant head) fell below 
1.5 cm above the soil, water was manually poured on top of the soil. The experiment was 
continued until the amount of water to be added to the soil column was used up. The 
amount of water (to be added manually or via pumping water onto the soil column) to be 
added during each experiment was equivalent to the estimated amount of water to raise 
the water table by at least 10 cm from the previous initial depth to the water table. 
 
2.3.2 Second Set of Infiltration Experiments 
The second set of infiltration experiments consisted of three soil column 
experiments that were carried out using a constant pressure head that was gradually 
achieved by applying water through a garden hose water nozzle with a 3”- in diameter 
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showerhead set on a “shower” pattern. Prior to ponding, simulated rainfall rate of 825 
mL/23.9 sec (34.52 mL s-1, 59.46 cm hr-1) was applied over the surface of the soil column 
using a showerhead. This rate was applied until constant head of 1.5 cm was attained. 
After that, the rate of simulated rainfall application was gradually decreased or increased 
to maintain the constant head on top of the soil surface. Note that locking clip and control 
switch features of the garden hose nozzle allowed continuous water flow as well as 
allowed to adjust the rate of “rainfall-like” application. 
 
2.3.3 Third Set of Infiltration Experiments 
Three other experiments were carried out using a constant pressure head that was  
achieved by pouring a large amount of water on top of the soil column, like in the first set 
of infiltration experiments, to achieve instantaneous ponding and H0. A constant ponded 
head on top of the soil column surface H0 was maintained by applying water through a 
garden hose water nozzle with a “rainfall-like” showerhead. The rate of water application 
through the shower nozzle was decreased or increased to maintain a constant ponded 
head H0.  
 
2.3.4 Data Collection 
Changes in soil moisture, pressure readings, water level and barometric pressure 
readings were recorded for the duration of each experiment and between the experiments 
to monitor changes. Times were recorded to designate the beginning of the experiment, 
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the start of pumping or addition of water through the shower nozzle, and the end of the 
experiment. At the end of each soil experiment the column was covered to eliminate any 
potential loss of water to evaporation. 
 
2.4 Boundary Conditions 
Prior to each set of infiltration experiments, the soil column was air-dried and the 
water table was drained from the bottom of the soil column to reach initial conditions. 
The initial conditions for experiment 1 (see Table 1 below) were obtained by draining the 
soil column to a piezometric level at z = 162 cm below the soil column surface. The 
initial conditions for experiment 2 consisted of the water table being at z = 128 cm below 
the soil column surface. The initial conditions for experiments 3 and 4 consisted of the 
water table being at z=103 cm and z=61 cm respectively. The boundary conditions for the 
first four experiments consisted of a constant head H0 = 1.5 cm of water at the soil 
surface and a zero flux of air and water at the bottom boundary. As previously 
mentioned, constant head boundary conditions were maintained by pumping water at a 
constant rate of 290 cm d-1 (3.35 x 10-5 m s-1 or 2.0 mm min-1). 
The initial conditions for experiment 5, 6,7, and 8 consisted of the water table 
being at z = 127 cm, z = 107 cm, z = 93 cm, and z = 74 cm below the soil column surface 
respectively. The boundary conditions for these four experiments were a constant head of 
1.5 cm of water at the soil surface and a zero flux of air and water at the bottom 
boundary. As previously mentioned, constant head boundary conditions were maintained 
by adjusting the rate of simulated rainfall application through a garden hose water nozzle. 
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The initial conditions for experiment 9, 10, and 11 consisted of the water table 
being at z = 61 cm, z = 144 cm, and z = 109 cm respectively. The boundary conditions for 
these experiments were a constant head of 1.5 cm of water at the soil surface and a zero 
flux of air and water at the bottom boundary. Constant head boundary conditions were 
maintained by adjusting the rate of simulated rainfall application through a garden hose 
water nozzle. Table 1 summarizes initial conditions.  
 
Table 1: Initial Depth to the Water Table 
1 06.23.2009 162 1.5
2 06.30.2009 128 1.5
3 07.14.2009 103 1.5
4 08.22.2009 61 1.5
1.5
5 06.02.2010 127 1.5
6 06.08.2010 107 1.5
7 06.11.2010 93 1.5
8 06.15.2010 74 1.5
1.5
9 06.22.2010 61 1.5
10 07.07.2010 144 1.5
11 07.13.2010 109 1.5
Experiment no. Date
Depth to the water 
table (cm)
Constant pressure 
head H0 (cm)
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CHAPTER 3: MODIFIED GREEN AND AMPT INFILTRATION MODEL 
 
3.1 Methodology Briefing 
  As described in previous chapters, air compression significantly affects 
infiltration and cannot be ignored especially when dealing with conditions of intense rain, 
shallow water table environment, and irrigated fields. Attempts to model air compression 
and air counterflow in the conditions when air does not escape freely were made by many 
scientists. Morel-Seytoux and Khanji (1974), Wang et al. (1997), and Hammecker et al. 
(2003) were able to obtain reasonable results modeling air compression and air 
counterflow effects. Their proposed infiltration equations are based on the piston-type 
Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model that includes an air pressure term. Sabeh 
(2004) suggested a model similar to the one proposed by Morel-Seytoux (1973). To 
account for air compression and air counterflow, Sabeh (2004) estimated air pressure at 
each time step by calculating “air flux out of the soil and applying the perfect gas law for 
the remaining mass and volume of air ahead of the wetting front.” This proposed model 
combines methodology presented by Morel-Seytoux and Khanji (1974), Wang et al 
(1997), Hammecker et al. (2003), and Sabeh (2004). Although being very similar to 
Sabeh’s (2004) conceptual model, this model updates air pressure by calculating air flux 
and the remaining air volume each wetting front increment L. This chapter describes the 
model.  
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3.2 Model Assumptions 
Since proposed equations were derived on the basis of the Green and Ampt 
(1911) model, assumptions of the original Green and Ampt (1911) still hold. The 
assumptions of the proposed model are the following: 
 Sharp wetting front. This is not a bad assumption since generally soils with 
uniform pore shapes, like sand, exhibit a sharp wetting front (Tindall 1999). The 
model was experimentally tested on the soil column filled with uniform sand; 
 Homogeneous soil profile (value of hydraulic conductivity is the same at every 
point); 
 Constant initial soil moisture content; 
 The soil is nearly saturated behind the advancing wetting front; 
 Constant ponding pressure head; 
 Air pressure ahead of the wetting front is constant during each wetting front depth 
increment;  
 Another assumption is that air is confined ahead of the wetting front and could 
only escape through the soil surface.  
 Another assumption of the model is that soil infiltration capacity (infiltration rate 
at which soil can absorb water once ponding is reached) is attained 
instantaneously as if a layer of water is applied instantaneously and a constant 
head is maintained at the soil surface. 
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  As already stated earlier, an important assumption is that infiltration in the 
unsaturated or vadose zone is a linear process and natural hydraulic conductivity 
does not change as water percolates through the soil column (Besbes and de 
Marsily 1984).  
Additional limitations of the introduced model include the following: 
 The model is not suited for simulation of movement of the wetting front during 
non-ponding conditions; 
 The proposed model handles simulation of gage air pressure and cumulative 
infiltration during post-ponding conditions; 
 The model does not account for unsteady rainfall; 
 Hysteresis is ignored, 
 Air entrapment is not accounted for.  
 
3.3 Description of the Proposed Model  
It is important to note that the proposed model will only be used for t>Tp, since 
the proposed model does not estimate infiltration while accounting for air compression 
and air counterflow prior to ponding. In addition, laboratory experiments were designed 
to test effect of air compression on cumulative infiltration during post-ponding 
conditions. 
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  The proposed model is represented by the general infiltration equation which is 
of the type proposed by Morel-Seytoux (1973), Wang et al. (1997), Hammecker et al. 
(2003), and Sabeh (2004): 
L
HLHH
K
dt
dFf acns
 0           Equation 32 
where: 
 f  = infiltration rate [m/hr], 
 t = time [hr], 
 Kns = hydraulic conductivity at natural saturation [m/hr], 
 H0 = ponded head at the soil surface [m of water], 
 Hc = wetting front suction head [m of water] also known as capillary potential, 
 L = depth to a sharp wetting front or length of the infiltration zone [m], 
 Ha = gage air pressure head just ahead of the advancing wetting front [m]. 
Equation 29 has a cumulative infiltration depth term. F, which is calculated as following: 
)( insLF   ,            Equation 33 
where θns [ m3/m3] is the water content at natural saturation and θi [ m3/m3] is the initial 
water content.  
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 Two approaches of estimating gage air pressure head Ha were considered: without 
air counterflow and with air counterflow. Both approaches were compared to the 
experimental results.  
 
3.3.1 Quantification of Gage Air Pressure without Counterflow 
Gage air pressure without counterflow can be modeled using Boyle’s law that 
describes the relationship between the pressure of the trapped gas and its volume 
(Zumdahl and Zumdahl 2003). Boyle’s law can be presented by the following: 
kPV               Equation 34 
where k is constant. According to Boyle’s law the product of volume and pressure is 
constant for a given sample of air at a specific temperature (Zumdahl and Zumdahl 
2003). This means that Boyle’s law can be successfully applied to model air pressure 
without accounting for air counterflow since Boyle’s law is applied to the same sample of 
air without any loss of air mass.  
In the absence of counterflow, air pressure continues to build up below the 
wetting front as air is prevented from exiting the soil; hence, Boyle’s law can be applied. 
If air behaves likes a perfect gas than the absolute air pressure just ahead of the advancing 
wetting front, Habs, [m of water], is governed by: 
DHLDH atmabs  )( ,           Equation 35 
or, after rearranging: 
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)(
LD
DHH atmabs  ,                       Equation 36 
where Hatm is atmospheric pressure [m of water] and D is a depth to an impermeable layer 
or a water table depth [m]. This equation states that absolute pressure of air is larger than 
atmospheric, as the vertical domain occupied by air shrinks from D to D-L. The gage air 
pressure equals to the following:  
atmabsa HHH  ,            Equation 37 
and, hence: 
LD
L
HH atma -
=
.            Equation 38 
where Hatm is the atmospheric air pressure (≈ 1032 cm) (Hammecker et al. 2003). For 
standard atmospheric pressure (≈ 1032 cm), Figure 2 below shows the air pressure head 
build up as a function of the depth to the water table D, for four wetting front propagation 
depths L. Figure 2 illustrates that gage air pressure rises with decreasing depth to the 
water table D and with wetting front propagation depth L. However, from Figure 2 it can 
be speculated that it is the relationship of the wetting front depth L to the depth to the 
water table D that drives the gage air pressure up. Notice from Figure 2 how for the 
wetting front propagation depth L=0.2 m and for the depth to the water table D = 0.25, 
gage air pressure head is very large (≈ 4 m). Hence, Figure 2 demonstrates that it is 
important to account for air counterflow. In the study we compare experimental results 
with modeled results with air counterflow and without air counterflow.  
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Figure 2: Gage Air Pressure Head for Different Wetting Front Depths 
 
By looking at Equation 32, it is important to note that the air pressure head Ha, in 
comparison to the terms to the left of Ha in Equation 32, can be large even for a deep 
water table, which may shut off infiltration. Without counterflow, Equation 32 can 
overestimate air pressure and create an unrealistic drop in cumulative infiltration (Sabeh 
2004). Counterflow of air allows for the release of air pressure as air exits the soil and 
hence is more applicable in modeling infiltration under intense rainfall conditions, 
ponding pressure head, and in shallow water table environments.  
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3.3.2 Quantification of Gage Air Pressure with Counterflow  
While water infiltration reduces the available air volume and increases pressure, 
counterflow releases air mass, reduces the available air volume and reduces gage air 
pressure. As demonstrated above, Wang et al. (1997) adopted Boyle’s law to calculate 
gage air pressure ahead of the advancing wetting front. Since mass and volume of air and 
the gage air pressure change continuously with advancement of the wetting front as 
penetrating water compresses air and is followed by the release of some air, Boyle’s law 
cannot be applied (Sabeh 2004). Instead, the perfect gas law should be adapted when 
modeling air compression with air counterflow (Sabeh 2004):  
TRH aa **             Equation 39 
where: 
 Ha = absolute air pressure [Pa], 
 ρa = density of air [kg/m3], 
 R = individual gas constant and equals to 286.9 [J/kg ˚K], 
 T = absolute temperature [˚K].    
The density of air changes with time due to changes in air mass and air volume below 
wetting front as the wetting front propagates down the soil column. The air volume after 
a wetting front propagates distance L into the soil column can be found (Sabeh 2004): 
 )(*)( insLDV              Equation 40 
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Counterflow is an upward flux of air through the wetting front, hence counterflowing air 
will be calculated as an air mass flux. The approach, to find counterflowing air as an air 
mass flux, was described by Charbeneau (2000) and adopted by Sabeh (2004). This 
approach is presented here. 
Darcy’s law states (Charbeneau 2000): 
z
hKq 
 )(  ,            Equation 41 
where: 
zh  ,             Equation 42 
and where: 
 θ = soil water or moisture content , 
 K = hydraulic conductivity as a function of the soil water content, 
 q = Darcy flux, 
 h = hydraulic head, 
 ψ=capillary head or suction head 
 z= elevation head. 
Hydraulic conductivity K and capillary head ψ can be expressed as following 
(Charbeneau 2000): 
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
gkK  ,             Equation 43 
and, 
g
pc
  ,             Equation 44 
where: 
 pc = capillary pressure defined as the pressure difference between the air and the 
water (Charbeneau 2000), 
 ρ = density , 
 g = gravitational acceleration, 
 k = intrinsic permeability of the medium, 
 μ=dynamic viscosity of the medium. 
Hence, for isotropic and homogeneous medium, Darcy’s law can be expressed as: 
)( z
pg
Pgkq c  
 ,            Equation 45 
For the purposes of calculating counterflowing air mass flux, the force due to gravity can 
be ignored since the air density is small; hence, Darcy’s law for air can be written as: 
z
Pkk
q c
a
ra

  ,             Equation 46 
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Notice that an intrinsic permeability k is multiplied by a relative permeability of air kra to 
account for that fact that counterflowing air is flowing between the pores filled with 
water in the vadose zone (Sabeh 2004). Similarly, μ is replaced with μa, which is a 
viscosity of air. 
 
3.3.3 Air Mass Flux Quantification 
For a unit cross-sectional area and one-dimensional vertical flow through wetting 
front L, the mass flux of air, mf  [kg/s], is: 
dL
dPkkqm
a
ra
f   .            Equation 47 
For isothermal condition, it is customary to express the pressure as P = ρP0/ρ0 
(Charbeneau 2000), where P0 [Pa] and ρ0 [kg/m3] are reference values for the fluid 
pressure and density at standard atmospheric condition (P0 = Patm). Thus, Equation 47 
can be written as (Sabeh 2004):  
dL
dP
P
kk
Pm
atma
ra
f
0
 ,           Equation 48 
Variable separation yields: 
)(0 PdP
P
kk
dLm
atma
ra
f

 .           Equation 49 
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Equation 49 is integrated across the wetting front where the pressure changes 
from Pw below the front to Patm at the land surface (Sabeh 2004). The air mass flux 
through the wetting front is:  
L
PP
P
kkm atmw
a
ra
f 2
  - . 22
0
0
             Equation 50 
Relative permeability of air is function of the soil air content (Charbeneau 2000):  
)1()1( )/21(2 rak ,             Equation 51 
where λ is the pore size distribution index; and 
r
rns
n 


  is the normalized water 
content in the Brooks and Corey (1966) model. The air relative permeability kra equation 
(Equation 51) suggests that air flows through the fraction of the pore space between 
porosity and water content at natural saturation. The wetting front suction head was 
calculated using Brooks and Corey (1966) model parameters and the equation below 
(Nachabe and Illangasekare 1994): 
bc hH 

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32

 ,    Equation 52 
where  /23  and hb [m] is the Brooks and Corey bubbling pressure.  
 
3.3.4 Gage Air Pressure Quantification 
Air pressure was calculated by applying the perfect gas law to remaining air mass 
occupying the pore space to capture the impact of reduction in air volume on pressure: 
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atm
w
w
a Hg
PH                Equation 53 
where Hatm is the standard atmospheric pressure head ( ≈10.32 cm). 
 
3.3.5 Quantification of Cumulative Infiltration 
Cumulative infiltration is calculated using: 
)( insLF               Equation 54 
where: 
 L = wetting front propagation depth, 
 θns = soil moisture content at natural saturation, 
 θi=initial soil moisture content. 
 
3.3.6 Ponding Time Quantification 
Ponding time is calculated using the following equation (Sabeh 2004): 
 ns
isn
cnsp Kii
HKT 

*

           Equation 55 
where i is the rainfall rate.  
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3.3.7 Quantification of Wetting Front Depth at Ponding Time  
 Wetting front depth at ponding time is calculated using (Sabeh 2004): 
ns
cns
p Ki
HKL               Equation 56 
 
3.3.8 Quantification of Cumulative Infiltration at Ponding Time 
ns
isn
cnsp Ki
HKF 
              Equation 57 
 
3.4 Incorporating Infiltration Model into the Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet  
The equations described in the previous sections have been used in the Microsoft 
Office Excel 2007 to model gage air pressure and cumulative infiltration. In addition to 
modeling cumulative infiltration while accounting for air compression and air 
counterflow, the Microsoft Office Excel 2007 was also used to model gage air pressure 
and cumulative infiltration values of the original Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration 
equation that did not account for air compression and air counterflow. The following 
section describes the steps used to incorporate the proposed Green and Ampt based 
infiltration model in to the Microsoft Office Excel 2007: 
 The first step in the program is to input all the initial values and modeling 
parameters, including: 
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 i= rainfall intensity (cm/hr) , 
 D = depth to water table (m), 
 θi = initial water content (%), 
 n = porosity (%), 
 θns = saturated water content (%),  
 θr = residual water content (%); Brooks and Corey (1966) model 
parameter, 
 Kns = hydraulic conductivity at natural saturation (cm/hr), 
 λ = pore size distribution index; Brooks and Corey (1966) model 
parameter, 
 hb = bubbling pressure head (m); Brooks and Corey (1966) model 
parameter, 
 Ks = saturated hydraulic conductivity, 
 H0 = ponding depth at the surface of the soil column (m). 
 Model calculates wetting front suction head Hc; ponding time Tp (min); 
cumulative infiltration up to ponding time Fp (m); and a wetting front propagation 
depth Lp (m). All these parameters are used in post ponding modeling of gage air 
pressure head Ha and cumulative infiltration F. 
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 Air density is calculated using
RT
Patm
a  . 
 Choose a small increment in wetting depth ∆L and calculate initial air volume V= 
(D-Lp)* (θns - θi) where Lp is the wetting front propagation depth at ponding time 
Tp. 
 Once initial air density and air volume are known initial air mass is 
calculated Vm aa * . 
 Next, air mass flux is calculated using
dL
dP
P
kk
Pm
atma
ra
f
0
 . 
 For simplicity of calculations absolute pressure (water plus air pressure) at the 
wetting front depth Lp at time to ponding Tp is assumed to equal to standard 
atmospheric pressure (=101000 Pa). The assumption was tested and results 
showed that choice of the initial absolute pressure at the wetting front does not 
have an impact on consecutive calculations of gage air pressure and cumulative 
infiltration. This is given that the wetting front propagation depth Lp at ponding 
constitutes 10% or less of the depth to the water table D. 
 Initial gage air pressure head at the wetting front is calculated. At Tp, it is equal to 
10.32 cm of water. 
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 Time increment ∆t is calculated using 
)(
)(
0 acns
ins
HLHHK
LL
t 
  . This was 
derived from knowing that 
f
Ft  , 
L
HLHH
Kf acs
 0 , and 
)( insLF   . 
 Initial total time is equal to Tp since gage air pressure values and cumulative 
infiltration are modeled during post ponding. Total time is calculated tTT p  . 
 Cumulative infiltration F is calculated using LF ins )(   . At this point initial 
series of calculations is complete. Next series of calculations is presented next. It 
is repeated throughout the modeling process with air mass flux and air mass being 
updated during post ponding cumulative infiltration calculations.  
 Wetting front propagation depth is calculated using LLL p 2 . Consecutive 
wetting front propagation depth is calculated using LLL  23 . 
 Next air volume is calculated using V= (D-L2)* (θns - θi). 
 Air mass below the wetting front is updated using fmmm 2 . 
 Next air density is calculated using updated air mass and air volume. 
 Absolute pressure below the wetting front is calculated using ideal gas 
law
0
atm
w
P
P   and gage air pressure head is calculated atm
w
w
a Hg
P
H   . 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents experimental validation of the modified Green and Ampt 
model accounting for air compression and air counterflow using the proposed algorithm 
created in the Microsoft Office Excel 2007. The first section contains representative 
results of laboratory experiments conducted in the soil column. The second section 
presents a comparison between the observed experimental results and the results modeled 
using the proposed algorithm of the infiltration model. In this section observed and 
modeled values of gage air pressure and cumulative infiltration are compared. The third 
section compares the results of the original Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model and 
the proposed Green and Ampt infiltration model accounting for air compression and air 
counterflow. 
  
4.2 Experimental Results 
 Laboratory experiments using a transparent soil column (45.7 cm i.d. and 180.34 
cm sol column height) were conducted to test the results of the proposed Excel algorithm 
of the infiltration model that accounts for air compression and air counterflow. Detailed 
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description of the experimental setup and conducted soil column experiments are 
presented in CHAPTER 2.  
 To analyze results from the laboratory column studies, moisture characteristics 
curves for wetting conditions were developed. Hysteresis was ignored to simplify the 
analysis. The power law model of Brooks and Corey (1966) was used to estimate the soil 
characteristics curve parameters (Charbeneau 2000). Analysis of a number of observed 
soil moisture characteristic curves and application of the Brooks and Corey (1966) model 
indicated that bubbling or air entry capillary pressure head equals hb=  26 cm and the pore 
size distribution index λ= 1.53. The total porosity of the sand was found to be n=0.37 
cm3/cm3 and the irreducible water content was taken as θr= 0.045 cm3/cm3.Using the 
Brooks and Corey (1966) model, the largest water content expected in the soil column 
profile , also known as water content at natural saturation, was found to be θns = 0.30 
cm3/cm3.  As mentioned earlier a number of constant head permeability tests indicated an 
average water conductivity Ks of 322 cm d-1 (13.42 cm hr-1, 3.73 x 10-5 m s-1 , or 2.2 mm 
min-1) without air effects. However, in algorithm simulations a saturated hydraulic 
conductivity Ks = 20 cm hr-1 was used since this value produced a better fit. Other 
parameters were used as mentioned.  
  
4.2.1 Observed Gage Air Pressure  
Changes in pressure were measured every two minutes and every minute at the 
pressure transducers located every 10 cm below the soil surface in the first and second set 
of experiments respectively (see CHAPTER 2). The objective was to examine air 
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pressures below the wetting front. Another objective was to determine whether the depth 
to the water table, rainfall intensity, rainfall application, and any of the water 
characteristics curve initial conditions affected gage air pressure. It is important to note 
that to validate the proposed infiltration model, the focus was on the air pressure changes 
only during the experiment, in other words during the application of water on top of the 
soil column and until the application of water stopped. 
Unfortunately the equipment to measure dynamic changes in air pressure below 
the wetting front, as water infiltrated in, was not available and only overall pressure 
(water + air) at the pressure transducers was measured. However to estimate gage air 
pressure ahead of the wetting front, data recorded by well data loggers and data from 
pressure transducers located just above and below the water table, was used. In most of 
the experiments, throughout the duration (during application of water and right after 
water application was stopped) the wetting front never reached the water table. Hence, it 
is believed that pressure transducers, located at the water table, recorded gage air 
pressure. Gage air pressure values obtained from pressure transducers were compared to 
gage air pressure values obtained using well data loggers. Gage air pressure values from 
well data loggers and pressure transducers were found to be comparable (see Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Comparison of Gage Air Pressure Values Obtained from Pressure Transducers 
and from Data Loggers 
 
As described in CHAPTER 2, laboratory experiments in the transparent soil 
column were carried out for air confining conditions. Hence, air was trapped ahead of the 
wetting front and could only escape through the upper layers of the soil column and the 
soil surface. Gage air pressure ahead of the advancing wetting front was captured by well 
data loggers that recorded an apparent rise in the water table without elevated moisture 
content reaching the water table. This occurred during wetting of the soil column. Total 
number of 11 soil column experiments was conducted to assess air effects on infiltration 
into the soil column. Table 2 summarizes maximum gage air pressure heads attained 
during these experiments.  
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Table 2: Maximum Gage Air Pressure Heads Attained 
06.23.2009 162 0.0614 10.63 7.67
06.30.2009 128 0.0774 10.02 8.62
07.14.2009 103 0.1203 0.70 8.50
08.22.2009 61 0.244 7.50 1.27
06.02.2010 127 0.0756 7.01 4.15
06.08.2010 107 0.1023 3.33 3.64
06.11.2010 93 0.1472 3.37 2.30
06.15.2010 74 0.2033 3.70 0.24
06.22.2010 61 0.2573 49.40 1.05
07.07.2010 144 0.0683 8.02 6.70
07.13.2010 109 0.0987 15.05 7.06
Depth to the 
water table 
(cm)
Experiment
Initial water content 
(cm3/cm3)
Maximum gage air 
pressure attained 
(cm)
Cumulative 
infiltration 
(cm)
 
 
The Lisse effect was observed during the experimental soil column studies and is 
shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows apparent rise in the water table captured during the 
soil column experiment performed on 06.30.2009. As shown in Figure 4 water table rose 
from 127.58 cm (measured from the top of the coil column) to 114.60 cm in 27 minutes 
(from t = 9:46 am to t = 10:13 am). This is the result of air compression since no change 
in soil moisture sensors is observed. Notice how sensors 10 and 12 located 98.5 cm and 
118.5 cm respectively (measured from the top of the coil column) have not reacted to the 
addition of water. Table 3 summarizes apparent rises in the water table (the Lisse effect) 
captured by well data loggers during the soil column experiments. Apparent rise in the 
water table was captured by well data loggers in all of the soil column experiments 
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except for the experiments performed on 07.14.09, 08.22.09, 06.11.10, 06.15.10, 
06.22.10. This could be attributed to a shallower water table and higher initial soil 
moisture content.  
 
 
Figure 4: Apparent Rise of the Water Table during Experiment Performed on 06.30.09 
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Table 3: Highest Observed Apparent Rise in the Water Table 
1 06.23.2009 20 20 8.89
2 06.30.2009 26 26 9.62
3 07.14.2009 30 N/A N/A
4 08.22.2009 4 N/A N/A
5 06.02.2010 10 12 6.38
6 06.08.2010 8 N/A N/A
7 06.11.2010 5 8 2.96
8 06.15.2010 4 N/A N/A
9 06.22.2010 22 N/A N/A
10 07.07.2010 14 16 8.2
11 07.13.2010 21 30 10.5
Experiment no. Date
Duration of the 
experiment (min)
Time of the highest observed 
apparent rise in the water 
table (min)
Apparent rise in 
the water table 
(cm)
 
 
The air pressure recorded ahead of the wetting front was found to increase with 
time during wetting of the soil column (see Figures below).  
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Figure 5: Gage Air Pressure Observed during the First Set of Experiments 
 
 
Figure 6: Gage Air Pressure Observed during the Second Set of Experiments 
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Figure 7: Gage Air Pressure Observed during the Third Set of Experiments 
 
Notice the rise of Ha (≈ 50 cm) during the experiment 9 performed on 06.22.10. This was 
expected since the experiment started with nearly saturated conditions of the soil column 
(θi = 0.26 cm3/cm3) and the depth to the water table D = 0.61 m (see Figure 7). 
The experimental results under constant head and air confining conditions showed 
significant increases in air pressure Ha with time with decreasing depth to the water table 
and increasing initial moisture content. The maximum pressure Ha attained under a 
constant ponded head was ≈ 50 cm of water.  
As mentioned earlier, in the second series of the soil column experiments, 
ponding and a constant head of 1.5 cm were gradually attained by applying water. 
Constant ponded head H0 was maintained by increasing or decreasing rate of water 
application. This allowed for a release of air through the soil column surface. In 
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comparison to the first set of soil column studies smaller gage air pressure values ahead 
of the wetting front were observed during the second set of experiments. 
During experiment 5 performed on 06.02.10 (see Figure 8 below) air pressure 
rose uniformly to ~6 cm at t~11 min shortly after the application of water stopped. At 
about t~5 min air bubbles started to erupt from the top of the soil surface. This was not 
accompanied by decrease in air pressure as initially expected and suggested by Wang et 
al. (1998). Air eruption stopped at about t~12 min and air bubbles on top of the soil 
surface were no longer observed since almost all of the water infiltrated in at that time. In 
general air pressure was found to increase with time during the application of water and 
decreased shortly after all of the water infiltrated (Figure 5). 
 
 
Figure 8: Gage Air Pressure Head Variation with Time during Experiment No.5 
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Another important observation from the second series of infiltration experiments 
was that gage air pressure readings recorded were smaller than gage air pressure values 
recorded during the first series of soil column experiments. Hence, it can be concluded 
that that the amount of compressed air and hence gage air pressure head readings can 
depend not only on the initial water content and the depth to the water table but also on 
the rainfall intensity. Higher gage air pressure readings were observed during the first 
series of experiments because a constant ponded head was rapidly achieved by pouring a 
large amount of water. This trapped air in the vadose zone and compressed air ahead of 
the wetting front causing a rise in the gage air pressure. In the second series of 
experiments, ponding and a constant ponded head of 1.5 cm were gradually achieved. 
This allowed air to escape through the upper layers of the soil profile (see Figure 6). 
Gage air pressure values from the third set of soil column experiments are shown 
in Figure 7. 
As mentioned earlier, results from the soil column experiments that created a 
rapid ponded head on top of the soil column showed higher air compression values than 
soil column experiments that gradually achieved ponding and a constant head on top of 
the soil column.  
It was found that with each subsequent soil column experiment, as the water table 
got shallower and the initial water content increased, gage air pressure head values 
recorded by pressure transducers decreased. Soil column experiments with initial depth to 
the water table D≤ 1 m showed no Lisse effect captured by well data loggers. The well, 
where the data logger was placed, was screened at the bottom of the soil column. If the 
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well was screened all the way through the soil column the Lisse effect could have been 
observed. In addition, in deep water table conditions (D≥ 1 m), during wetting of the soil 
column, there is a possibility of a large amount of air being compressed between the 
advancing wetting front and the impermeable layer such as the water table. The 
compressed air is pushing on the water table and the well data logger is recording the 
“apparent” rise in the water table. In shallower water table conditions less air is pushing 
on the water table and the “apparent” rise is not recorded by well data loggers.  
 
4.2.2 Observed Infiltration Rates 
Infiltration rates were also measured during each soil column experiment. 
Decrease in infiltration rates with each subsequent experiment was observed.  
Plots of observed infiltration rates are given in Figures 9, 10, and 11 below. Initial 
conditions, depth to the water table, initial soil moisture contents, total amount of water 
added, the highest gage air pressure head attained, as well as the highest infiltration rate 
attained during each experiment are tabulated in Table 4 below.  
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Figure 9: Infiltration Rates Observed during the First Set of Experiments 
 
Figure 10: Infiltration Rates Observed during the Second Set of Experiments 
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Figure 11: Infiltration Rates Observed during the Third Set of Experiments 
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Table 4: Maximum Infiltration Rate Attained 
1 06.23.2009 162 0.0614 10.63 52.78
2 06.30.2009 128 0.0774 10.02 36.61
3 07.14.2009 103 0.1203 0.70 31.26
4 08.22.2009 61 0.244 7.50 20.32
5 06.02.2010 127 0.0756 7.01 59.82
6 06.08.2010 107 0.1023 3.33 64.85
7 06.11.2010 93 0.1472 3.37 57.07
8 06.15.2010 74 0.2033 3.70 29.82
9 06.22.2010 61 0.2573 49.40 18.23
10 07.07.2010 144 0.0683 8.02 142.65
11 07.13.2010 109 0.0987 15.05 54.87
Highest 
Inifiltration Rate 
Observed 
Experiment 
no. Date
Depth to the 
water table 
(cm)
Initial water 
content (cm3/cm3)
Maximum gage 
air pressure 
attained (cm)
 
 
Figures 9,10,11, and Table 4 show that, for the exception of the experiment 
performed on 06.22.10, the highest infiltration rate was the first recorded infiltration rate 
and hence could be assumed to be the “rainfall rate” applied (the rate of addition of 
water) prior to ponding conditions. The highest infiltration rate during the experiment 
performed on 06.22.10 was recorded 3 minutes after the start of the experiment. For the 
exception of the experiments 4,8, and 9, Figures 9,10,11 show oscillations in infiltration 
rates. Interestingly, the experiments that do not show oscillations in infiltration rates 
(experiments 4,8,9) are the experiments with the smallest initial depth to the water table 
and the highest initial soil water content of the series of infiltration soil column studies 
(see Table 4). However, the reason why the experiments 4 and 8 did not show oscillations 
was because of the short duration of these soil column experiments, less than 4 minutes. 
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No oscillations and a nearly constant infiltration rate of the experiment 9 can be attributed 
to nearly saturated conditions of the soil column and the small depth to the water table. In 
addition, this could have occurred if the counterflowing air never escaped the soil surface 
during the addition of water. In addition, during the experiment 9, the highest gage air 
pressure head value was nearly 50 cm.  
 Plots of infiltration rate, cumulative infiltration and gage air pressure as functions 
of time for all soil column experiments are presented in Appendix B. During all of the 
soil column experiments increases in infiltration rate associated with decreases in gage air 
pressure were not observed. Instead oscillatory behavior of infiltration rates and a gradual 
increase in gage air pressure with time was observed. A counterflowing air breaking 
through the soil column surface could have caused oscillations in infiltration rates; 
however, gradually rising gage air pressure did not show signs of air breaking through the 
soil column surface. It is possible that oscillations in gage air pressure might not have 
been captured due to the fact that most of the soil column experiments were no longer 
than 10 minutes. In the literature, the oscillations in gage air pressure were observed 
when experiments were conducted for 2 hours or longer, although oscillations in gage air 
pressure due to air breaking through the soil column surface occurred during the first 20 
minutes of the experiments (Grismer et al. 1994). Hence, it would not be right to 
completely discard that infiltration rate oscillations can be caused by a soil air breaking 
through the soil surface.  
Generally, a decrease in infiltration rates with each subsequent experiment was 
observed. As mentioned before, a decrease in infiltration rates can be attributed to the rise 
of the water table between the experiments and the reduced soil water storage capacity. It 
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is important to note that observations during the experiments showed that air began to 
escape (also known as “bubbling”) – through the soil surface – very soon, during the first 
minute of each conducted soil column experiment. It can be suggested, that the escape of 
air through the upper soil surface layers is captured in Figures 9,10, and 11 that show 
infiltration rate oscillations. Notice an abrupt fall in infiltration rates that is generally 
followed by a spike associated with air having escaped through the soil surface as a 
counterflow.  
 
4.2.3 Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
Cumulative infiltration was directly obtained by measuring changes in soil 
moisture sensors for the duration of each experiment. From soil moisture sensors’ 
readings, infiltration depth was calculated by numerically integrating the water content 
profile during a simulated rainfall event. Mathematically, the infiltration rate f, with time 
during a storm is: 
     2/1
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where:  
 it  = volumetric water content at time t and sensor i,  
 i+1t  = volumetric water content at sensor i+1 and time t, 
 zi = elevation distance between the moisture sensors i and i+1,  
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 ∆t = two minutes (first set of experiments) and one minute (second and third set) 
time intervals between measurements. 
Infiltration rates were accumulated over time to calculate observed cumulative infiltration 
depths. Plots of cumulative infiltration as a function of time are given in Figures 12, 13, 
and 14.  
 
Figure 12: Cumulative Infiltration Observed during the First Set of Experiments 
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Figure 13: Cumulative Infiltration Observed during the Second Set of 
Experiments 
Figure 14: Cumulative Infiltration Observed during the Third Set of Experiments 
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 Figures 12, 13, and 14 show cumulative infiltration for the conducted soil column 
experiments. Cumulative infiltration curves exhibit similar behavior (slope of the line and 
oscillations). It can be noted that cumulative infiltration at a particular time t, for instance 
at t = 6 min, is smaller with each subsequent experiment. For instance, as Figure 12 
shows, at t =6 min, during the experiment 1 cumulative infiltration F = 3.98 cm, during 
the experiment 2, F = 3.30 cm, and during the experiment 3, F = 2.75 cm. This was 
expected due to the water table rise and the reduced available soil storage with each 
subsequent experiment.  
As previous infiltration studies and this soil column study show there is a 
relationship between the depth to the water table, storage capacity of the soil profile, 
cumulative infiltration, and infiltration rates. Conducted experiments suggest that a 
shallower water table environment means less soil water storage capacity and less 
cumulative infiltration. 
 
4.3 Comparison of Experimental Results with Modeled Results 
This section compares experimental results from the soil column studies with 
modeled results of gage air pressure and cumulative infiltration values. In the Excel 
algorithm simulations of modeled values of gage air pressure and cumulative infiltration, 
air and water physical properties at 20˚ C were used. Air and water physical properties at 
20˚ C are given in Table 6 (see Appendix A). Besides the physical air and water 
properties the following parameters were used: 
 Brooks and Corey bubbling pressure hb = 26 cm, 
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 Brooks and Corey pore size distribution index λ = 1.53, 
 porosity n = 0.37 cm3/cm3, 
 irreducible water content θr = 0.045 cm3/cm3, 
 water content at natural saturation θns = 0.30 cm3/cm3, 
 saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks = 20 cm hr-1. 
Plots of gage air pressure head values and cumulative infiltration values from the 
soil column experiments are given in Figures 15 through 32 below. Gage air pressure 
head values or cumulative infiltration values from the experiments 4 and 9 were not 
modeled due to the short duration of these soil column experiments. 
 
 
Figure 15: Experiment No. 1 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head 
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Figure 16: Experiment No. 1 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 17: Experiment No. 2 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head 
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Figure 18: Experiment No. 2 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 19: Experiment No. 3 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure 
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Figure 20: Experiment No. 3 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 21: Experiment No. 5 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head  
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Figure 22: Experiment No. 5 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 23: Experiment No. 6 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head 
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Figure 24: Experiment No. 6 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 25: Experiment No. 7 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head  
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Figure 26: Experiment No. 7 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 27: Experiment No. 8 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head  
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Figure 28: Experiment No. 8 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 29: Experiment No. 10 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head 
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Figure 30: Experiment No. 10 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 
Figure 31: Experiment No. 11 Modeled and Observed Gage Air Pressure Head 
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Figure 32: Experiment No. 11 Modeled and Observed Cumulative Infiltration 
 
 Figures 15 through 32 show that a better match of modeled cumulative infiltration 
and gage air pressure values with observed cumulative infiltration and gage air pressure 
values was obtained during the first and the third sets of the soil column experiments. The 
second set of the experiments (experiments 5 through 8) provided a poor fit of both gage 
air pressure head values and cumulative infiltration values. The modeled results of the 
second series of the soil column experiments overestimated cumulative infiltration values 
and gage air pressure values. This could be attributed to the fact that in the second series 
of the soil column experiments, ponding and the ponded head of 1.5 cm on top of the soil 
column was not rapidly but rather gradually achieved by pouring water through the hose 
with a “rainfall-like” showerhead. This allowed compressed air to gradually escape the 
soil column profile as the counterflow of air and resulted in smaller gage air pressure 
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head values. The first and the third sets of the soil column experiments (experiments 1 
through 3 and experiments 10 through 11), where the ponded head of 1.5 cm was rapidly 
achieved by pouring a large amount of water on top of the soil column, provided an 
overall better fit of gage air pressure head values and cumulative infiltration values. 
Experiments 1, 2, 10, and 11 provided an excellent fit of both cumulative infiltration 
values and gage air pressure head values.  
Experiment 11 (see Figure 31) was the only observed soil column experiment 
with a pronounced oscillatory behavior of gage air pressure head values, attributed to the 
compressed air escaping as the counterflow of air. As this work suggests the proposed 
algorithm is capable of modeling a gradual built up of gage air pressure head values 
rather than an oscillatory behavior. Table 5 summarizes initial parameters of the soil 
column experiments during which modeled and observed values converged.  
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Table 5: Summary of Initial Parameters for Converged Experiments 
1 06.23.2009 162 0.0614 Y Y
2 06.30.2009 128 0.0774 Y Y
3 07.14.2009 103 0.1203 N Y
4 08.22.2009 61 0.244 N/A N/A
5 06.02.2010 127 0.0756 Y N
6 06.08.2010 107 0.1023 Y N
7 06.11.2010 93 0.1472 N N
8 06.15.2010 74 0.2033 N N
9 06.22.2010 61 0.2573 N/A N/A
10 07.07.2010 144 0.0683 Y Y
11 07.13.2010 109 0.0987 Y Y
Experiment 
no. Date
Depth to the 
water table 
(cm)
Initial water 
content (cm3/cm3)
Gage air pressure 
fit ? (y/n)?
Cumulative infiltration 
fit? (y/n)
 
 
4.4 Comparison of Infiltration Values of Two Infiltration Models 
 This section compares observed cumulative infiltration results with results of two 
infiltration models: an original Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model and a revised 
Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model that accounts for both air compression and air 
counterflow. Since experiments 1, 2, 3, and 11 provided an excellent fit of cumulative 
infiltration values of the introduced model with experimentally observed values, the 
results of these soil experiments were compared to the values obtained using the original 
Green and Ampt (1911) approach. Figures are shown below.  
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Figure 33: Experiment No.1 Cumulative Infiltration  
 
Figure 34: Experiment No.2 Cumulative Infiltration  
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Figure 35: Experiment No.3 Cumulative Infiltration  
 
 
Figure 36: Experiment No.11 Cumulative Infiltration  
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Figures 33 through 36 suggest that the proposed Green and Ampt (1911) based 
algorithm provides a better fit of cumulative infiltration values than the values modeled 
with the original Green and Ampt (1911) infiltration model that does not model air 
compression or air counterflow. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
Using the results from the laboratory soil column studies a simple set of 
infiltration equations was tested to predict pressure head build up ahead of the advancing 
wetting front and cumulative infiltration. Conducted infiltration experiments suggested 
that cumulative infiltration and infiltration rates depend on the depth to the water table 
and on the soil water storage capacity. In addition, the infiltration experiments suggested 
that the air present in the soil of the unconfined aquifer would have an influence on 
infiltration rates and cumulative infiltration. It was observed that the air present in the soil 
would bubble up and through the soil surface right after the beginning of infiltration. 
Secondary effects of air present in the soil, the Lisse effect and its influence on the soil 
water storage capacity, were also observed during the experiments. It was concluded that 
the amount of compressed air and hence gage air pressure head readings depend on the 
antecedent moisture content conditions, depth to the water table, and on the rainfall 
intensity  
Using the basis of the Green and Ampt (1911) approach and Sabeh’s (2004) 
infiltration model air compression and air counterflow was coupled to account for the 
effect of air compression and air counterflow on infiltration and infiltration rates. Unlike 
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the original Green and Ampt (1911) model, the revised model accounts for air 
compression and air counterflow, and unlike Sabeh’s (2004) model, air pressure of the 
remaining air is updated every wetting front depth increment L. 
The results show that the introduced model provides a good fit of cumulative 
infiltration and gage air pressure head values when compared to experimentally observed 
values. In addition, the proposed model provides a better fit of observed values than the 
original Green and Ampt (1911) model that overestimates cumulative infiltration. This is 
due to the fact that the original Green and Ampt (1911) model, unlike the revised model, 
does not account for air compression or air counterflow.  
In general, for certain initial conditions the proposed model fails to match 
observed gage air pressure head values and cumulative infiltration values and 
overestimates these values. The model starts simulating gage air pressure head values and 
cumulative infiltration at the onset of ponding as if water is instantaneously applied. 
There is no simulation of gage air pressure and infiltration prior to ponding. In reality, if 
rapidly subjected to a large volume of water, the soil column might have air bubbles 
trapped and prevented from escaping the soil column but also might have air escaping as 
a counterflow prior to the soil column reaching ponding conditions. With time these air 
bubbles slowly dissolve in the soil water and start escaping through the soil surface – this 
decreases the air pressure developed in the soil column (Hillel 1982).  
 It can be speculated that the gage air pressure head values were overestimated 
because the experimental setup was not well suited for simulation of gage air pressure 
head values given a very large hydraulic conductivity of the soil and a large soil sample.  
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5.2 Application of the Infiltration Model 
Experimental results of this research show that it is important to account for air 
compression and air counterflow when modeling infiltration. In addition, the proposed 
model offers an alternate method of estimating infiltration in shallow water table 
environments with the highly conductive and sandy soils of west central Florida.  
This work can be of use to someone studying irrigation techniques of rice or other 
crops since successful rice irrigation requires maintaining a small constant head above the 
soil surface which in turn creates air compression between the wetting front and a lower 
impermeable layer. In addition, this work can serve as a reference to further research 
dedicated to infiltration into unsaturated zone and effects of air on infiltration in shallow 
water table environments. 
 
5.3 Shortcomings of the Proposed Method 
The revised model provides a good fit of observed cumulative infiltration and 
gage air pressure head values. However, the model does not always successfully model 
gage air pressure head and cumulative infiltration values. The model works for certain 
antecedent soil moisture conditions, depth to the water table conditions, and rainfall 
conditions. The model appears for work best for the following initial conditions: θi < 0.1 
cm3/cm3 and D > 1m.  
The proposed infiltration model does not model air compression values ahead of 
the wetting front during pre-ponding period and starts calculating air compression values 
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with air counterflow right after the ponding time Tp is reached. This appears to be the 
reason for overestimating gage air pressure head values.  
The proposed model does not describe the infiltration rate. Observed infiltration 
rates exhibit complex oscillatory behavior that is believed to be due to the counterflowing 
air escaping through the soil surface. Modeling the oscillatory nature of the infiltration 
rate and the response of the infiltration rate to air effects requires further research. In 
addition, the model fails to model cumulative infiltration during periods of little or no 
rainfall since the main assumption of the model is a constant ponded head on top of the 
soil column, something that is believed to be achieved and maintained during a high 
intensity rainfall event. The model does not account for soil variations, crusting effects, 
initial non-uniform soil moisture contents, or the air entrapment. 
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Appendix A: Air and Water Physical Properties at 20ºC 
 
Table 6: Air and Water Physical Properties at 20ºC 
         
  Specific weight 
(N/m3) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Dynamic 
viscosity (N-s/m2)
Kinematic viscosity 
(m2/s)  
Air 11.81 1.202 1.82*10^(-5) 1.51*10^(-5) 
Water 9789 998.2 1.00*10^(-3) 1.00*10^(-6) 
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Appendix B: Additional Figures 
 
 
Figure 37: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 1 
 
 
Figure 38: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 2 
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Figure 39: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 3 
 
 
Figure 40: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 4 
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Figure 41: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 5 
 
 
Figure 42: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 6 
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Figure 43: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 7 
 
 
Figure 44: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 8 
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Figure 45: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 9 
 
 
Figure 46: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 10 
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Figure 47: Infiltration Rate, Cumulative Infiltration, and Gage Air Pressure as 
Functions of Time for Experiment No. 11 
 
